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Shooters, 
 
Welcome to the 7th Annual 
Wisconsin IDPA 
Championship.   
 
It is an honor for me to be 
your Match Director this year.  
I’m glad we were able to 
bring this event back to the 
Schultz Rod & Gun Club; a 
location that has allowed us to draw a lot of shooters from outside of Wisconsin.  To our 
out-of-state friends: Welcome back.  If this is your first visit to a Wisconsin IDPA 
Championship, I’m confident that we will challenge your shooting skills and that your 
experience today will keep you coming back. 
 
As we all know, matches like this only happen through the unselfish dedication from 
every one of our volunteers.  Please take a moment to thank our Safety Officers and 
Staff when you see them on the range today.  
 
We also could not have a quality match without quality sponsorship!  As you tour the 
prize table today, take note of the businesses that are supporting you both as an IDPA 
shooter and as a gun owner.  Be sure to let them know that you saw them at the 7th 
Annual Wisconsin IDPA Championship. 
 
Enjoy the match & best of luck! 
 
Craig Dilley 
Match Director 
 
PS:  In addition to our ever-vigilant Safety Officers and Scorekeepers, I’d like to extend a special 
thanks to Julie & Mike Williams for being the brains and the brawn behind this year’s (and last 
year’s) match, Tom Ropers for designing most of our excellent stages and cranking out this 
match book, Julie Vance for managing the prize table and always looking out for the SO’s, and 
finally to our IDPA Area Coordinator Jim Williams for keeping the wheels of defensive pistol 
competition turning in Wisconsin. 
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Match Schedule 
 

Flight 1 Flight 2 
Morning Afternoon 

07:00 Registration Begins 12:00 Registration & Lunch 

08:00 Safety Officer Briefing 13:45 Flight 2 Safety Briefing 

08:45 Flight 1 Safety Briefing 14:00 Flight 2 begins shooting 

09:00 Flight 1 begins shooting  

14:00 Flight 1 Lunch  

19:00 Awards Ceremony  

 
Match Staff 

 
Match Director:    Craig Dilley 
Range Master:    Mike Williams 
Statistics/Registrations:   Julie Williams 
Sponsorships:    Julie Vance 
Treasurer:     Julie Williams 
Wisconsin Area Coordinator:  Jim Williams 
Safety Officers/Scorekeepers:  David Aikens, Don Chudnow 
      Mike Esser, David Grandeffo 
      Gert Grohman, Josh Kissling 
      Marcus Kranz, Tom Mainus 
      Chris Martin, Neil Pilling 
      Jeff Ropers, Tom Ropers 
      Steve Sager, Francisco Salas 
      Pat Scalise, Perry Stevens 
      Mike Sylvester, Gay Trepanier 
      Nancy Trepanier, Mark Walter 
      Chuck Wisler 
 
       

 
Take a moment to thank your Safety Officers. 
They’re working hard today! 
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Match Sponsors 
 

Our match could not function without the generous support of our 
sponsors. Please thank them with your patronage. 

 
Stage Sponsors 

 
Stage 1 

Springfield Armory 
www.springfield-armory.com 
The First Name In American Firearms 

 
Stage 2 

W. Waller & Son 
Wallerandson.com 

Quality Sport and Accessory Bags 

 
Stage 3 

Otis Technology 
www.otisgun.com 

The World’s Finest Gun Care Systems 

 
Stage 4 

Leapers, Inc. 
www.leapers.com 

We Bring You The Best Valued Products From Around The World 

 
Stage 5 

Alpen Outdoor Corp. 
www.alpenoutdoor.com 

Quality, Value and Performance for Today’s Sports Optics Users 
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Stage 6 

Crossbreed Holsters 
www.crossbreedholsters.com 

Get The One That Works! 

 
Stage 7 

Glockparts.com, LLC 
glockparts.com 

The best choice for ordering any Glock part 

 
Stage 8 

Tuffsteel.com 
www.tuffsteel.com 

Because practice makes perfect... sense. 

 
Donor Sponsors 

 
Hogue Grips 

www.getgrip.com 
 

Sierra Bullets 
www.sierrabullets.com 

 
STI International 

www.stiguns.com 
 

Wilson Combat 
www.wilsoncombat.com 

 
Competitive Edge Dynamics 

Ltd. 
www.cedhk.com 

 
Starline Brass, Inc. 
www.starlinebrass.com 

 

Creedmore Sports 
www.creedmoresports.com 

Zero Bullet Company 
www.zerobullets.com 

 
Lee Precision 

www.leeprecision.com 

 
Brownell’s 

www.brownells.com 
 

Bushnell 
www.bushnell.com 

 
North Pass Ltd. 

www.hivizsights.com 
 

Midway USA 
www.midwayusa.com 

 
Streicher’s 

www.streichers.com 
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Match Briefing 
THESE POLICIES ARE JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE RULES. YOU ARE EXPECTED TO READ AND 
UNDERSTAND ALL THE CONTENTS OF THIS MATCH PUBLICATION. 
QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED AT THE SAFETY BRIEFING. 
We will be shooting 8 stages in a 2 flight, one day format. Most of the staff will have 
already shot on Friday evening. This will be a lost brass match, all brass will go to the 
range staff. If you have a scoring dispute, please allow the range staff to continue 
running their stage and seek out the Range Master, Mike Williams. If it is a target 
scoring issue, the target will be pulled and replaced with a new one. The Range 
Master and/or Match Director will have the final word in any dispute. 
RULES…The match rules are found in the IDPA Rulebook, April 15, 2005. There are 
additional rules contained in this briefing. 
OBEY YOUR S.O.’S…Safety Officers are here to assist you in completing a safe shooting 
contest. If there are indications that you are becoming unsafe, attempts will be 
made to warn you. If your gun handling has become unsafe, you will be stopped. 
When you hear STOP! You should immediately STOP with the gun muzzle pointing 
safely down range, finger outside the trigger guard, safety on, and await further 
instructions. 
SET/PAINT STEEL & TAPE TARGETS…Competitors are expected to stay together as a 
squad, and if requested, to tape, set/paint steel, and help maintain efficiency on 
each stage. 
ALCOHOL… Alcohol and recreational drugs may not be consumed anywhere on the 
range. Competitors violating this policy will be disqualified and asked to leave the 
range. Alcohol may be consumed by contestants in the clubhouse area after they 
have finished shooting. 
DRESS CODE… No items of dubious taste are to be displayed or worn. The Match 
Director will be the final arbiter of dubious taste. 
SCHEDULING…Competitors must compete for score according to the published 
match and squading schedule. A competitor who is not present at the scheduled 
time and date for any stage may not attempt that stage without the prior approval 
of the Match Director, failing which the competitor’s score for that stage will be zero. 
Occasionally, stages will clear squads early. If your entire squad is available and the 
SO for that stage approves, the squad will be allowed to shoot ahead of schedule. 
WALK-THROUGHS…When the entire squad is assembled and the Scorekeeper has all 
of the squad’s score sheets, a brief stage walkthrough will be given. Per IDPA rules, no 
individual rehearsals of a CoF will be permitted. This includes the taking of sight 
pictures or using your hands to visualize angles, etc. Shooters who violate this rule will 
incur penalties ranging from procedurals to Match DQ. 
TIME TO SHOOT…The range is closed to all regular competitors prior to the scheduled 
match opening August 4, 2007. No shooting will commence before 9:00 a.m. by club 
rules. When called to the line, competitors are expected to load and make ready 
quickly. Shooters not ready within a reasonable time may be asked to move aside for 
the next competitor. If you show up without your gun or gear when your name is 
called, your score sheet goes to the bottom of the pile.  
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EYE & EAR PROTECTION…All competitors and spectators must wear eye and ear 
protection while on the range. 
D.Q. POLICY…Violation of safety and sportsmanship rules anywhere on the facility will 
result in match disqualification. This applies to side matches, vendor tent, function 
fire and sign-in areas as well as the match stages. 
CHRONOGRAPH…The chronograph is scheduled like a regular stage. Report to the 
chronograph with the rest of your squad after shooting Stage 8. Expect ammunition 
to be tested at least twice, once when you report to the chronograph, and once by 
random sampling. If you are randomly selected to be retested, you must report to the 
chronograph immediately. Ammunition must make declared power factor at all 
times during the match. If you fail to report to the chronograph for the scheduled test 
or after a random sampling, you will receive a score of zero for the entire match. At 
the chronograph station, do not handle your gun until instructed by the Chronograph 
Officer. If the Chronograph Officer notices your gun does not meet safety criteria 
(inoperable safety, doubling, etc.), the Range Master will be called and appropriate 
action taken. The goal is to compete with “service type” ammunition, not light target 
ammunition. Therefore, the following minimum power floors will be in effect: 
SSP - 125,000 
ESP - 125,000 
CDP - 165,000 
ESR - 165,000 
SSR - 125,000 
Calculate power floor by multiplying the bullet weight by the muzzle velocity. You will 
need a chronograph to verify muzzle velocity. 
Official Chronograph Procedure Chronograph three (3) rounds at a distance of ten 
(10) feet using a gun of MAXIMUM barrel length for the DIVISION of the same gun 
type. If two (2) of the three (3) rounds exceed the power floor, the competitor is in 
compliance. Prior to each shot, the muzzle of the gun should be elevated to move 
the powder charge to the rear of the case, thus giving the competitor every chance 
to achieve maximum velocity. Should the competitor’s ammunition fail to meet the 
power floor, the competitor will have the option to chronograph three (3) additional 
rounds through his gun. If there is any question as to the bullet weight, a bullet should 
be pulled and weighed using a powder scale. Any competitor whose ammunition fails 
to meet the minimum power floor will be disqualified from the entire match and 
receive a DNF score. 
EQUIPMENT…Your equipment must be IDPA Legal per current rule book. SO’s may 
require you to submit to inspection at any time. If the SO believes you are using illegal 
equipment, the Range Master will be called. If your illegal equipment is found to give 
you a significant advantage, you will be disqualified. 
IMPENETRABLE…All hard cover zones are impenetrable to a full bullet diameter. 
Bullets holes that are partially or fully in the non-scoring border will score according 
to the circumstance. All walls, barricades, vision barriers and other props are 
considered hard cover unless otherwise noted. 
TARGETS…IDPA cardboard targets will be used. We will also be using steel poppers 
and plates. Steel must fall or overturn to score. Non-Threat targets will have obvious 
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markings. 
METAL TARGET CALIBRATION…If a steel target has failed to fall and appears to be out 
of calibration, challenge it during the scoring. It will be checked and if recalibrated, 
a reshoot is required for that stage. If a popper has been shot down, it is asserted to 
be calibrated. Poppers are calibrated with 9mm Parabellum loads chronographed to 
a power factor as close as possible, but not less than 125,000. 
MATCH SCORING…The championship will use the Beach Bunny Scoring Software. Your 
score sheet must have the correct bar code attached. If you need new bar codes 
please go to registration. 
COMPETITOR AGREEMENT… By competing in this event, you attest that you have 
read, you understand and you agree to comply with the match rules and regulations. 
DRAWINGS & DIMENSIONS…Drawings and dimensions shown in this booklet are 
approximate and may change due to safety or production considerations. There may 
be additional non-threat targets, vision barriers, or other changes. Listen to the squad 
briefing. 
REST ROOMS…Portable toilets are located conveniently around the range. 
FOOD SERVICE… Lunch is free to all competitors. Spectators may purchase lunch 
tickets from registration. 
PARKING…Competitors may park in designated parking areas. There is no parking on 
the range roads. GUN HANDLING IN THE PARKING AREA IS PROHIBITED. Safety areas will 
be available to bag and unbag guns. 
SPECTATORS…Climbing on berms is not allowed. Children must be under the direct 
supervision of a parent. 
EXHIBITS…Vendor exhibits, featuring many different suppliers to our sport, will be 
located near the range. Only Sponsors of the Championship and invited vendors are 
allowed display areas on the range. Please acknowledge and thank them for their 
generous support. Donated and purchased prizes will be awarded on a random basis. 
Prize drawings will take place before awards ceremony. A ticket will be included, in 
the shooter packet, to claim prize at the drawing. You must be present to win. 
AWARDS…Awards will be given per the IDPA rulebook. We will use registration 
numbers as of 7/15/07 to determine award levels. 
COLD RANGE - This is a cold range. Firearms are to be handled only under the direct 
commands and supervision of a Safety Officer assigned to a stage or in a safety area. 
You will find safety areas clearly marked in convenient locations around the range. 
Do not handle ammunition or ammunition carriers in the safety areas. Handling 
firearms in the parking lot is considered unsafe gun handling. 
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On the next few pages you will find the competition and safety rules from the IDPA 
rulebook. Please look them over and follow them closely. 

IDPA Competition Rules 
C 1. Competitors will not attempt to circumvent or compromise the spirit or rationale 
of any stage either by the use of inappropriate devices, equipment or techniques. 
This is the Failure To Do Right rule. 
C 2. Competitors will refrain from unsportsmanlike conduct, unfair actions, or the use 
of illegal equipment, which, in the opinion of the match director, tends to make a 
travesty of IDPA. Repeated offenses reported to the AC or HQ can result in having 
membership revoked. 
C 3. There are only three (3) IDPA approved reloads and they normally begin and end 
behind cover (reload specifications are found in Appendix TWO Approved IDPA 
Reloads): 
A. Tactical Reload. 
B. Reload with Retention. 
C. Slide Lock Reload (Emergency Reload). 
All reloads begin with the shooter’s first action to initiate the reload (ejection of the 
magazine, drawing a spare magazine, etc.) and end when the weapon is fully 
charged and ready to fire (magazine fully locked into the weapon and the slide fully 
forward or cylinder closed). Reloads can only be initiated while behind cover. 
C 4. Individual rehearsals of a CoF are not permitted. 
C 5. Airgunning and/or sight pictures are not permitted. 
C 6. Competitors will use all available cover. 
C 7. The competitor’s physical position may not be changed before the firing signal 
once the shooter’s ready position is assumed and the “Stand-By” command has been 
given, unless specified by the CoF. 
C 8. There will be no shots fired before the firing signal. 
C 9. Ties shall be broken in a manner decided upon by the match director conducting 
the contest, however, this shall always be done by shooting, not by chance. 
C 10. It shall be the responsibility of each shooter to keep account of his score along 
with the scorekeeper. IF there is an error in the scorekeeper’s final tally, it shall be the 
responsibility of the shooter to protest the final results within one hour of the posting of 
the final scores. Failure to file a protest with the MD prior to the above time nullifies 
any claims made thereafter. All scoring/officiating protests must be made to the MD. 
The decision of the MD will be final as long as his decision is in accordance with the 
rules as set forth in the most current issue of the official rulebook. 
NOTE: The rulebook posted on the IDPA website (www.idpa.com) will be the most 
current issue. 
C 11. No shooter can re-shoot a stage or string for gun or “mental” malfunctions 
except when shooting the “Classifier” match for classification purposes. If the 
classifier is part of a scored match, no re-shoots are permitted. Re-shoots are allowed 
for stage equipment malfunctions or SO interference with the shooter. 
C 12. In any single contest, a shooter must use the same pistol in all stages of the 
contest. If the pistol he started with becomes unserviceable during the contest, he 
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may use another pistol of the same type, action, and caliber. Such a shooter may 
resume the contest at the next scheduled “start signal”, but previous stages may not 
be re-shot. For example if a shooter starts with a Glock 34 and the gun breaks, the 
shooter may finish with another Glock 34, a Glock 17, a Glock 19 or a Glock 26. (All of 
these are 9mm and of the same action and type.) 
C 13. No shooter shall wear or use two pistols unless dictated by the specific course 
of fire at hand. 
C 14. Affiliated clubs must use official IDPA cardboard targets for all IDPA matches. 
C 15. Pistols must start from the mechanical condition of readiness appropriate to 
their design and be loaded to division capacity (See Appendix One – Equipment, 
Firearms for division capacity explanation). High capacity magazines must be loaded 
to full division capacity of the division the contestant is shooting in. 
C 16. On cardboard targets, if the outside diameter of the shot’s grease ring touches 
any part of a scoring line perforation, it will count for the value of the highest scoring 
zone (radial tears around the bullet hole do not count for scoring purposes). 
Elongated bullet holes in the paper exceeding two bullet diameters will not count. 
This normally applies to moving targets fired upon at extreme angles. It can also 
apply to targets in which a metal target stand has been hit. 
C 17. If a shooter fires more shots than is specified by the CoF in a given Limited 
Vickers count string, the maximum value for each excess shot shall be subtracted 
from his score, based on the maximum values of the shots on the target. He will also 
incur a single procedural penalty regardless of the number of extra shots fired in that 
string. 
Safety Briefing 
S 1. Unsafe gun handling will result in immediate disqualification from the entire 
match. 
Examples (but not limited to): 
A. Endangering any person, including yourself. 
B. Pointing muzzle beyond designated “Muzzle Safe Points”. A 180° rule does NOT exist 
and will NOT be grounds for DQ. 
C. Handling a loaded firearm except while on the firing line. Unloaded firearms may 
be handled only in designated “safe areas”. Note: There are only three instances in 
which the gun may be removed from the holster: 
1. While engaging targets in a CoF under the supervision of a safety officer. 
2. With verbal instruction from an SO. 
3. When in a designated “Safe Area”. 
D. Dropping a loaded firearm. 
E. Dangerous or repeated “finger in trigger guard” violations during loading, 
unloading, reloading, drawing, holstering, remedial action. 
F. A premature shot: in the holster; striking behind (uprange of) the firing line; into the 
ground downrange closer to the firing line than two yards; or over a berm. 
S 2. Dropping an unloaded firearm may incur penalties at the discretion of the SO 
and/or MD. 
S 3. Pistols will be loaded only when directed by a safety officer. 
S 4. Shock resistant eye protection and ear protection are required of ANYONE at the 
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range facility. 
S 5. After completing any CoF, the shooter must unload, show clear and re-holster 
before turning up-range or leaving the firing line. 
S 6. Pistols used in competition will be serviceable and safe. The MD will require a 
competitor to withdraw any pistol observed to be unserviceable or unsafe. In the 
event that a pistol cannot be loaded or unloaded due to a broken or failed 
mechanism, the shooter must notify the SO, who will take such action as he thinks 
safest. 
S 7. Fingers must be outside the trigger guard during loading, unloading, drawing, re-
holstering, while moving or during remedial action (unless engaging targets). 
A. Failure to comply will result in a three (3) second procedural error penalty. 
B. Multiple violations of this rule could result in additional penalties or disqualification 
from the entire match at the discretion of the MD. 
S 8. The normal condition of pistols not actually engaged is holstered and unloaded, 
with hammer down and magazine removed. Loaded firearms may be handled only in 
the safe area when supervised by the MD or a SO. Magazines and speedloaders may 
be reloaded while off the firing line, but the contestant’s firearm may be loaded or 
unloaded only under the direction of the SO. 
S 9. All CoF will be started with the pistol holstered and safe, hands clear of 
equipment as directed by the SO unless other positions for the pistol are stipulated 
(table top, drawer, pack, purse, or in the firing hand). 
Range Commands to be used in IDPA shall be: 
A. Load and Make Ready. This means you understand the course of fire and it is time 
to load. 
B. Shooter Ready. This is your last chance to say that you are “Not Ready” 
C. Standby. The beep will be along shortly. 
D. Finger. Your finger is on the trigger when it shouldn’t be. Correct immediately. 
Expect a penalty. 
E. Muzzle. Your muzzle is pointing an unsafe direction. Correct immediately. 
F. Stop. STOP what you are doing, remove your finger from the trigger and wait for 
further instructions. 
G. Cover. You are not behind cover, correct immediately, or expect a penalty. 
H. Unload and Show Clear. Drop your magazine, rack the slide and show the SO an 
unloaded firearm. 
I. Slide Down or Cylinder Closed. 
J. Hammer Down. You must dry fire to prove your gun is empty. Magazine disconnects, 
have an empty mag ready. 
K. Holster. This means holster immediately. 
L. Range Is Safe. 
Safe Area: A designated area to handle UNLOADED guns. NO AMMUNITION can be 
handled in a safe area. These means ammo or ammunition carriers. Violations will 
result in an immediate DQ. 
We also have a range specific safety rule: 
“No double-tapping of falling steel.” This will incur a match DQ per rule S1-F (round 
over berm) even if it cannot be established that the round went over the berm. 
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